
Airframe
800 Hours, Total Time

Engine: PT6A-67B
800 Hours, Total Time

Propeller
800 Hours, Total Time

Base Aircraft
Series 10
Color: White Base with Variable Blue-Gray, Green Swirled Stripes

Avionics
Electronic Flight Instrument Package – EFIS 50 Including copilot and 2nd Pitot
Static System

COM/NAVS: Honeywell Bendix/King – 1 KX165A, 8.33 MHz, Garmin - 1 GNS530

Autopilot: King KFC-325
DME King KN-63
Marker Beacon KR-21
Transponder: 2 – KT-70, Mode S
ADF: King KR-87

GPS: 1 - KLN90B, 1 - GNS 530
Audio Panel Garmin 340
Weather Radar: RDR 2000
FIS Weather Data Link
Multi-Function Display KMD 850
TCAS 1 CAS 66A
EGPWS MK VI
Radar Altimeter KRA 405B
Encoding Drum Altimeter KEA 346
Second Encoding Altimeter KEA 130A
Stormscope WX 1000E
AHRS 2 – LCR92
Phone Iridium Antenna Installed for Portable Phone
Flight Hour Recorder Yes
Battery Second Battery
Recognition Lights Yes
AC Power Yes (Cabin Outlets)

Interior
Six place Executive Interior with Special Edition upgrade, including a Forward Closet with Lavatory, 3 Folding Tables and 2 Refreshment Cabinets. One extra standard seat including extra oxygen mask.
Photos